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I. Introduction 

 

The UN Secretary General’s 2006 in depth study on violence against women indicates that 

while in many states have yet to adopt legislation that criminalizes all forms of violence 

against women, even existing legislation on the issue is often inadequate in its scope and 

coverage and may contain inappropriate or discriminatory definitions and remedies. 1 Until the 

end of the 1990s this was definitely the case in Turkey: 
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only reference made by the EC concerning women in the penal code was related to honor 

crimes, but even that was unsatisfactory and misleading as it targeted only one of the articles 

in the penal code granting reduced penalties for perpetrators of honor killings 6 and completely 

ignored another article that served the same purpose.7  

 

While the group’s efforts were under way, a political crisis in Turkey led to early elections in 

November 2002, which resulted in a stunning victory for the newly  formed religious right 

Adalet ve Kalkinma Partisi - AKP (Justice and Development Party). This development shook 

the political scene like an earthquake, as a religious right party gained the majority in 

parliament for the first time in Turkey’s history. The Justice Minister of the newly formed 

AKP government refused to meet representatives of WWGPC for almost half a year. Faced 

with this dramatic setback and the persistent refusal of the new Minister of Justice to meet 

with members of the WWGPC, the group decided to transform its efforts into a massive 

public campaign through setting up a wider national Platform by the addition of other NGOs 

that supported its demands; increasing its lobbying efforts towards the members of the 

parliament; more systematic advocacy targeting the media and  increased awareness raising on 

the issue throughout the country by organizing conferences and meetings.  

 

The three-year campaign that triggered numerous, wide-ranging public debates and made 

frequent front page headlines in the media, occupied the public agenda in Turkey for three 

years, and generated the widest discussion and broke several taboos on issues related to 

women’s autonomy over their bodies, sexual crimes and various customary practices that aim 

to control women’s sexuality in Turkey. The main aim of the campaign was to transform the 

underlying philosophy and principles of the old Turkish penal code that constructed women’s 

bodies and sexuality as belonging to their families, fathers, husbands and society; eliminate all 

articles in the old pena l code that led to or supported violence against women and to ensure 

progressive definitions of sexual crimes. Throughout the campaign, advocates emphasized the 

holistic nature of their demands, stating that their aim was not the revision of a number of 

articles, but rather a complete reform of the penal code, overhauling the patriarchal 

framework of the code so as to legally recognize women’s autonomy over their bodies and 

their sexuality and their right to protection from all kinds of violence within Turkish law. 
                                                 
6 Article 462 of the old Turkish penal code.  
7 Article 51 of the old Turkish penal code.  
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consideration the specific circumstances, a Justice of the Family Court can pass one or more 

of the following rulings or take any other measures that are deemed appropriate:  

a. Not to use violence or threatening behavior against the other spouse or children (or another 

member of the family living uiab4  TPbame roof)r  

 or childre, iof thare are ans, nd nNot to apprach( ) Tj60 -19.5  TD -0.4084  Tc 017026  Tw   TPabodTPoccupird byn the spous( nd  children or teir plancer ofwork: ) Tj160.5 0  TD 0  Tc 0.1875  Tw ( ) Tj-160.5 -19.5  TD /F1 11.25  Tf-02575  Tc 0  Tw c  or children (or ofnothesy living uiab4  TPbame  

 

submstance int thebh ard abodTP. 

  

menttio  nd, iof 

 orshs(willnbeowarnrd  thaths( orshs(isy labieg to ) Tj0 -20.25  TD -00126  Tc 08.223  Tw (udrnst nd  onfinementP T TPjudghebh lln takeintoPaccounst thebstadarde f  ) Tj397.7505  TD /0  10.4695  Tf -0.0415  Tc1.53746  Tw  living of the) Tj345 0  TD .0126  Tc 098135  Tw (victim( ) Tj-98.75 -19.5  TD-001727  Tc1000183  Tw (nd  rus( n mgaiatetancn pymentsPaccordtinly. Uuiab4  TPfirnstparagraphr of the tatute, nN fes(isy ) Tj0 -85  TD-002015  Tc 034326  Tw ch agrd fNrtaaplicratiosa. ) Tj187.7505  TD-0  Tc 0-3635  Tw ( ) Tj-187.75 -87.75  TD /F0 11.25  Tf 0.1875  Tw ( ) Tj0 -19.5  TD-000695  Tc1.59726  Tw Accordting toArstius(2r of thelaw,f thecCourtentrJussPaecCpyr of thepprtecationNriab4 to the ) TjT*D -0.0515  Tc1.08015  Tw Public ProsecutorP T TPPublic  ) Tj420.5 0  TD -0.0138  Tc1.61796  Tw Prosecutorr mnitors4  TPaaplicratior of theNriab4 hrougho the ) Tj-420.5 -87.75  TD -0.8615  Tc1.56535  Tw poltic. Int theeventr of theNriab4betingissued,o thepoltic, withoust thenerd fNrt thevictim( to ) Tj0 -20.25  TD -003126  Tc3.47076  Tw submit4a writatePaaplicratio,(willn thmselvres onducst neinvretigratior(nd tranefab4  TP ) Tj0 -87.75  TD-018127  Tc101.195  Tw documentsPtoe) Tj395.25 0  TD-0..150  Tc 0.1256  Tw 4  TPPublic Prosecutor withint thebhorornstpossibieg imea. ) Tj2530.5 0  TD 0  Tc 0.1875  Tw ( ) Tj-128.75 -19.5  TD ( ) Tj0 -19.5  TD--002095  Tc 0.9296  Tw T TPPublic Prosecutor  canfhiegch agrs4ast thePtetl CCourtagaains4a  spous(who doce nNat bsid  ) TjT*D -0.003  Tc 058535  Tw bynaonNriab. A  spous(who hae nNat bsidd bynaepprtecationNriab4 canbeoseiatecrd  onaeppision ) TjT*D -0.9546  Tc 0.2296  Tw seiatecr oe
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However, women’s organizations and feminist jurists continue to criticize the law on its 

inadequacies as it does not explicitly cover unmarried or divorced women and as it does not 

provide guidelines for the principle of urgent decision. 10 

B. Reform of the Turkish Civil Code in 2001: Equality in the family, matrimonial 

property regime, marriage age and forced marriages 

In 2001, the reform of the Turkish Civil Code brought forth full equality to women in the 

family. The reform came about as a result of a campaign by a very broad coalition of 

women’s groups from all around the country. There was a strong resistance from the religious 

conservatives and nationalists in the parliament to the campaign, especially to the provisions 

regarding the equal matrimonial property regime. As a result of the campaign by women’s 

groups, the opposing forces had to accept the new property regime, which entitles women to 

an equal share of the assets accumulated throughout the duration of the marriage. 11 However, 

due to a last minute law formulated by the opposition parties, this clause was deemed to be 

valid only for property acquired after January 1, 2002. 12 Women’s groups are still continuing 

their advocacy efforts for the annulment of this law. 

 

According to the Civil Code, the marriage age for women has been raised to 17 to prevent 

early marriages, which constitutes a form of violence against girl children. In case of forced 

marriage, women can apply to court for the annulment of the marriage within first 5 years of 
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rights violations such as honor crimes, rape or abduction of women. Though the law was 

adapted from the Italian Penal Code of the time, it is noteworthy to state that this notion is 

shared by 3 e tiTj-394.7 -19.5  TD -0.1007  Tc 0  .51 Tw (ridu ) influencof thOttoman and European Ce os.Tj21.765 0 55  TfD 0 1175 344Tf-0.081172Tc 0  Tw (C) 

ada pewonti 
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A major achievement of the reform is the criminalization of marital rape.   The law also 

brings measures to prevent sentence reductions granted to perpetrators of honor killings. Two 

major amendments have been made in regards to honor killings:  Article 29 regulating “unjust 

provocations” has been limited in scope to “unlawful acts” and the justification to the article 

relates that the article cannot be applied to honor killings. Formerly, this article was used to 

grant perpetrators sentence reductions on the basis of the notion that violation of a man’s 

honor is a justification of murder. Furthermore article 82 on aggravated homicide has been 

changed to include “clause j: homicides by motivation of custom” as an aggravated 
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acquittals ). Another significant finding in terms of procedural issues was that all applicants 

were examined more than once, which can be traumatic for the subject. 19   

 

The institutional framework falls short on many levels since there is no integrated and 

established state policy. In terms of shortage of support mechanisms, the most blatant 

example is the number of women’s shelters. Even though the Local Administration Law 

stipulates the creation of shelters in municipalities with more than 50000 inhabitants, 

currently the total number of shelters in Turkey is 38. The General Directorate of Women’s 

Status indicates that this number is expected to rise to 50 by the end of 2008. 20 There is not 

sufficient allocation of resources to complement the legal framework and advance 

implementation neither for state institutions nor as support to civil society. Even though there 

have been a limited number of attempts undertaken by Governorships to establish a 

coordinated intervention mechanism including law enforcement, social services, judiciary, 

and health official, together with women’s organizations, they have been stuck in the planning 

phases.  

 

 

V. Examples of Impact of the Legal Reforms 

 

While the necessary measures for effective implementation remain to be met, the legal 

reforms have led to subsequent positive developments in terms of precedent court cases. In 

addition, violence against women has become more of a topic of debate  in the parliament and 

there have been further –though limited in scope and depth- initiatives by the government.  

Simultaneously, public and media attention to the issue has also increased, which has led to 

media campaigns and more mainstream awareness. 

 

The campaign for the penal code reform and the subsequent amendment to sentence 

reductions granted to honor killing perpetrators (though not adequate), has resulted in life 

long prison sentences in a few recent court rulings on honor killings. In one case in Urfa, 6 

                                                 
19 Bora Büken et al., “Evaluation of the Examination Process of Sexual Assault Cases presented to the Forensic 
Medicine Department of Duzce Medical Faculty Between t he Years 2000-2005”, Adli Bilimler Dergisi / Turkish 
Journal of Forensic Sciences , 7 (1) , (2008): 19- 30. 
20 The General Directorate of Women’s Status, The Status of Women in Turkey (Ankara: 2008), 
http://www.ksgm.gov.tr/kadindurumu.pdf (Accessed May 2, 2008). 
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months before the new law was adopted, the brother who strangled Emine to death for “going 

around with boys” was sentenced to life imprisonment, along with six other male relatives 

who 
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VI. Conclusion 

 

In the case of the legal reform process on violence against women in Turkey, a number of 

factors are striking as effective strategies and achievements: There has been a significant shift 

in the discourse and legal approach to violence against women in the last ten years. The 

uninterrupted and determined advocacy efforts of the women’s movement over a period 

expanding two decades have been pivotal to the progress achieved. In addition to introducing 

considerably adequate provisions to address violence, the language and approach of the 

legislation has also cleared from discriminatory patriarchal language and has been simplified.  

 

This is important as it increases women’s access to the law, and serves towards a long term 

objective of transforming the attitudes of law and policy makers and relevant institutions. 

While it is disconcerting that the gap between the laws on paper and implementation remains 

vast, it should also be taken into consideration that all these reforms happened within a ten- 

year time frame, and there is yet time and room for more effective implementation. However, 

an institutionalized political will, and a coordinated comprehensive policy that includes all 

ministries with specific targets to eliminate violence against women within a defined time 

frame are essential to this process.     

 

 


